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It is with a sense of great personal loss that I dedicate this short piece to the memory of one who was more than a colleague—a friend with whom I shared so many interests, not least the love of opera. May his soul find eternal rest.

The appearance of the name “Raamses” in the Biblical account of the Sojourn and Exodus presents us with a conundrum. The original pronunciation, Ri-a-ma-se-sa, betrays an N(1) + N(2) syntactic pattern, viz. Re-it-is-that-has-fashioned-him. The active participle in N(2) position bears a stressed long -a- between the first and second radicle, thus CVCCe. In the 19th Dynasty the ayin is strong and was reinforced by a pathah furtive, as well as, in one case, a preformative -alif. But Greek transcriptions, such as Ραμεσσής and Ραμεσής show that by the mid-First Millennium B.C. the accent had shifted from the participial form to word-final position with the resultant reduction of the -a- to a shewa, “ę”. Moreover the gravitation of the stress has reduced the secondary stress on the first syllable, and has occasionally introduced a euphonic -p-. This is the distorted vocalization which the Hebrew reflects, not that of the original Bronze Age pronunciation.

The rendering of Egyptian š/s with West Semitic 𐤁𐤀 standard, as one would expect; and the entry of loanwords into the dialects of the latter can be virtually dated by the adherence to this standard. The rendering of Egyptian š(sin) by 𐤀 (samekh), however, demonstrates that the form of the name R impoverishes entered Hebrew and other West Semitic languages no earlier than the end of the 8th

---


8 Cf. KṢ > š; zḥn > ṣn; Thṣ > ṣn (Gen. 22:24); sklw > ṣwb (Isa. 2:16); Su-si-in-ḫu > ṣwb; Sheshy (?) > ṣwb (Num. 13:22); ẓsr > š; Ṣ-Hr > ṣwb cf. From the root NHṣ > ṣwb. If the PN ṣwb does derive from the Egyptian root mš, the choice of the sibilant is an interesting criterion of date of entry.
Cent. B.C., as no certain examples of the equivalence š/s with Hebrew samekh occur before this time.  

In Exod. 1:11 the name is applied to a city; in Gen. 47:11 to a land. While there is nothing inherently impossible in a royal name occurring in the designation of a settlement – in fact it is extremely common – the result is a name compounded with another element in a bound construction, e.g. hw, “residence,” pr, “house,” hwt, “mansion, plantation,” inbw, “walled fort,” and so on. In the case of Pr-Rc-ms-sw 3-nhtw, “The House of Ramesses, Great of Victories,” with which the city of Exod. 1:11 is often identified, one would expect pr, “house,” to survive in the pronunciation, and in the vast majority of cases in which the town is cited this is indeed the case. It used to be maintained in defense of the identification with Pi-Rc-ms-sw that the latter dropped out of usage after the Ramesside era; and that therefore its presence in the Exodus tradition must prove historical authenticity. But that is not strictly true: “Ramesses” does appear sporadically in the 22nd Dynasty and later.

Occurrences fall under three heads: (a) in the expression “King’s-son of Ramesses,” (b) in the compound Pr-Rc-ms-sw, “House of Ramesses,” and (c) in the expression “God X of Ramesses.” In the first it is not immediately apparent, nor necessary to conclude, that the allusion is to a (Pr)-Rc-ms-sw. The dozen or so examples of this title occur in the epithets of military officers, but they are too few and isolated to permit us to see in their bearers the literal descendants of Ramesses the Great. Might it be that the Ramesside war reliefs which give prominence to royal sons on the battlefield, has given birth to an honorific military title? “God X of Ramesses” occurs with Re, Amun Ptah, and

---

9 The interchange of Egyptian  and West Semitic s (samekh) survives into the 25th Dynasty (J. Hoch, Semitic Words in Egyptian Texts of the New Kingdom and Third Intermediate Period, [Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994], p. 368 no. 548); but thereafter samekh is used to render Egyptian s (R. Zadok, BiOr. 48 [1991], 38): cf. C.R. Kraeling, Phoenician-Punic Dictionary (Louvain: Peeters, 2000), pp. 65, 67 (ס= Isis; ר-ס=Osiris); J.B. Segal, Aramaic Texts from North Saqqara (London: Egypt Exploration Society, 1983), no. 6, 61a, (תרסיט=Hr-s3-Ist; ממסכת=P-dl-Bst); H. Ranke, Die altägyptische Personennamen, 272:4 ממערה=“nh-h1-b1-s; the appearance of the equivalence Egyptian s = Hebrew  in the second quarter of the First Millennium helps date the fixing of the following forms: מפרץ (Pi-nhsy, “the Southerner”), נ ASN (2 Ki. 17:14; Ssw, “Sais”), נ ASN (1 Ki. 11:19-20; T3-hwt-p1 nhsy, “the king’s mansion,” [but perhaps a garbling of T3 hmt-nsw, “king’s-wife”]), ט נ ASN (Isa. 30:4; Hwt-nm-nsw, “Mansion of the king’s child”), ת ASN (Gen. 10:14, Isa. 11:11 etc.; p3 ת rsy, “the Southland”), נ ASN (Ezek. 30:15, Sin, “Syene [Pelusium]”), பஸ் (Ezek. 30:17, Pr-Bst, “House of Bast”). The continued vacillation between the two sibilants in Biblical Aramaic (cf. J.D. Bing, American Journal of Ancient History 10 [1985], 118 n. 54) shows that the distinction had been lost.


11 See Hoffmeier, Israel in Egypt, pp. 116-19 and passim.


16 Cf. A. Moret, Annales du Musée Guimet XXXII (1909), p. 142, pl. 64.
Arsaphes.\textsuperscript{19} A text of the early 4\textsuperscript{th} Century BC locates temples of Re of Ramesses and Ptah of Ramesses on the eastern river, i.e. the Pelusiac branch of the Nile.\textsuperscript{20} One inscription of the same period significantly links “Amon of Ramesses” with $Pr-R^c-ms-sw$.$^{21}$ Archaeologically it is impossible that the reference here is to the 19\textsuperscript{th} Dyn. Residence; but the god’s qualification “… of Ramesses” shows a surviving cult form, of royal patronage which may well go back to the city of Ramesses the Great, and the specific divine forms honored within it.

The presence of “Ramesses” in a compound indicating a place is of some importance. In the Late Period $Pr-R^c-ms-sw$ does indeed occur with the variant $Hwt (nsw) R^c-ms-sw “the Mansion (i.e. temple) of King Ramesses.”$\textsuperscript{22} It is uncertain whether a specific cult seat dedicated to the memory and worship of the king existed somewhere in Egypt in the Late Period, or whether the king enjoyed a “guest cult” in several temples. The fact is that $T3 Hwt R^c-ms-sw, “the Mansion of Ramesses,” was a known form in the six centuries from the 24\textsuperscript{th} Dynasty to Ptolemaic times. Now during this span of time $T3 Hwt$ yielded a pronunciation $\theta \omega,$\textsuperscript{23} while “land,” $t\beta$ in Egyptian was pronounced $t\omega$ in Sahidic, $\theta \omega$ or $\theta \omega$ in Old Coptic and Bohairic.\textsuperscript{24} What has happened is clear: an original $T3 Hwt R^c-ms-sw, “The Mansion of Ramesses,” has given rise in the Delta to a false back-formation through $Hörfehler$, viz. $t\beta R^c-ms-sw,$ “the Land of Ramesses,” both pronounced $T(h)o-Ramesses$. The alleged “Land of Ramesses” in Genesis has no more historicity than the “Land of Oz.”

\textsuperscript{17} Berlin 6764 (Günther Roeder, \textit{Aegyptische Inschriften aus dem Staatlichen Museen zu Berlin}, [Leipzig: J. C. Heinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1924], p. 307).

\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Ibid.}


\textsuperscript{20} E. Naville, \textit{Bubastis} (London: Kegan Paul, 1891), pl. 46B.


\textsuperscript{24} Westendorf, \textit{ibid.}, 219.